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The system shortly:

The Quick Folding Tent from UPPE 

is ready for use within 60 seconds

thanks to the ingenious scissor

truss frame system.

Of course you will also have 

cleared your space and covered

your folded tent in the  included

coverbag (or in the optional roller 

bag) within 60 seconds.  

Look at UPPEU You Tube

channel for handy informative

instructions.

www.quickfoldingtent.nl

UPPE Quick Folding Tent 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxJiYkAw958
http://www.quickfoldingtent.nl/


Quick Folding Tent 
By introducing the Quick Folding Tent UPPE put a durable hard-wearing and

outstanding quality tent in the market. It distinguishes itself by various aspects; 

- The quality of the steel frame (durable steel of special alloy with a double layer of 

shiny powdercoating and virgin nylon parts)

- Unique 600D Polyester fabric for roof and walls (with B1 DIN 4102 certificate)

- Double sealed seams that prevent the top from leaking water

- A standard free service pack with each top, including a coverbag, stakes and ropes. 

- Tight pricing; approx 30-45% lower than most brands in comparable high quality

level.

- Short leadtimes (8-10 business days for full color print orders!)

- Flexibele production with respect to any of  your custom needs and using highly

advanced printing equipment.

- 30 years of global experience with this top product.

http://www.quickfoldingtent.nl/
http://www.quickfoldingtent.com/
http://www.autosporttent.nl/
http://www.karttent.com/


Quick Folding Tent – Frame 3 meter 

The UPPE Quick Folding Tent

Frame is made of durable steel 

developed for this purpose. It 

comes with a double layer

luxury high gloss powder

coating.

Steel frames are proven the

best choice in the todays

climate.

Pull pin slider for easy release 

and use friendly toggle for leg 

adjustment. Strong steel foot

plates.

A no nonsense frame that

delivers what it’s made for.

http://www.quickfoldingtent.nl/


Quick Folding Tent – Frame 4 meter  
The UPPE Quick Folding Tent frame is made of specially developed durable
steel. Comes with a luxury high gloss double layer powdercoating. Hexagon
legs. 

Steel frames are proven the best choice in the todays climate.

A snap system for easy release and use friendly toggle for leg 

adjustment. Strong steel foot plates.

A no nonsense frame that delivers what it’s made for.



The Quick Folding Tent is standard available in the below reflected 600D 

polyester fabric colors: 

UPPE also offers its customers the opportunity to deliver

their own PMS color, starting from 25 pcs of 3x3m tents

with eg 3 walls. 

We keep fabric in custom colors for several brands in stock, 

so if you’re looking for a special color -besides the shown

standard colors, ask us.

Of course for smaller quantities, just create the desired pms

color through full color printing, in that case the inside of the

top is white non printed. (see picture) 

Quick Folding Tent - Fabrics



Quick Folding Tent – Recycle tent

NEW & UNIQUE; we are 

worldwide the first and only tent 

brand to offer tent fabric made of 

100% recycled pet bottles. 

This fabric also comes with B1 

DIN 4102 certificate. Suitable for

any type of printing. Standard 

color for single units only available

in white. For larger qty any color

can be wover. 

We keep innovating our

Products in order to keep 

leading the industry as we 

do for 30 years now!



95% of the UPPE Quick Folding Tents sold are personalized with prints. By a 

special procedure, the fabric is led through an advanced printing machine 

while maintaining it’s fire retardant & water repellent coating. 

UPPE has at its production locations high-tech machines to optimally

reproduce prints, pictures etc. The inks used are Italian.

Quick Folding Tent - Printing 

http://www.quickfoldingtent.com/
http://www.quickfoldingtent.nl/


Quick Folding Tent 
The most popular Quick Folding Tent series of UPPE is the 3 m series.

This easy-to-use folding tent stands in a snap! UPPE delivers these wanted

tents standard including a coverbag, 4 ropes and 4 stakes to secure the

tent.

This 3m series of UPPE  is available in three sizes:

• 3 meter x 3 meter

• 3 meter x 4,5 meter

• 3 meter x 6 meter

• In case the 3m series is just to big, choose the 2,5mx2,5m. 

Of course, all sizes UPPE Quick Folding Tents can be personalized with your

company logo or full color design for maximum brand exposure at 

exhibitions or events. UPPE has two different printing processes; silk screen 

for single or two-color logo’s or for larger quantities, and full color for any

desired design.



Compare with other qualities

• Steel is stronger than aluminium, especially if a 25x25mm or 40x40mm profile is used as this is very

light and bends ( too ) fast. UPPE steel is cultivated and has a double layer of glossy powdercoating, 

so guaranteed no rust. 

• UPPE uses high-quality plastic part connectors, namely white (virgin) plastic. Gray or black plastic is 

often recycled material that has a greater chance of breaking.

• UPPE Steel peak poles do not need spring because the fabric material stays in shape and the stretch 

retains. 

• Fabric: most tent suppliers (98%) use standard polyester, often in 110D, 250D, 400D and sometimes

500D. Characteristic of this standard quality is that is shines through, stretches, creases and glides. 

• UPPE Material is less translucent and very important; form proof. So less risk of water bags. 

• UPPE material is maximum possible free from wrinkles.

• With shiny material, printing is less visible, it mirrors in the sun. UPPE material is woven in such way 

that it has a matt appearance that maximizes exposure. 

• UPPE supplies a windcap in 98% of the sold tent tops. We recommend every customer to take this

option as the the additional cost is marginal, but sustainability benefits greatly. 



Compare with other tents - 2
• Many polyesters have no or a lower standard fire retardant coating. UPPE material has a coating 

according to the highest standard, namely the B1 DIN 4102, which is accepted by the fire

department worldwide in each country and this standard is required. In many countries this is 

required for any public event. Not only indoors, but also outdoors.

• UPPE’s sewing plant not only strengthens the seams by use of a matching binding tape, but the

seams are also sealed, so guaranteed water proof. This seam reinforcement tape is printed in your

top background color ( even if it is with color gradient!) or design for maximum quality exposure. 

• The special weave used by UPPE in her material, the exclusive 600D is unique and has been 

developed especially for the use of the quick folding tent. The 600D just says something about the

weave thickness. The fabric breathes maximum, so in warm weather, less heat remains under the

tent. In addition, the quality of the air in the tent remains intact, which is of great importance for

health and well-being.

• As soon as other tent suppliers indicate that the walls can be printed on both sides, or the number

of colors is mentioned, than they very likely offer you heat transfer print, this is comparable to for

example to T-shirt print ( iron-on prints) and is in no way comparable to the print quality used by

UPPE. 

• Coloring/fading: UPPE uses the best sublimation ink available worldwide with Cyan and Black ink

color fastness grade 5/6 and Magenta en Yellow grade 6/7. The fading scale ranges from 0-8, with

8 meaning that there is no color enhancement, but this is technically impossible for the moment. 

Our standard is currently the highest achievable standard for color fastness. 



Quick Folding Tent - 3x3 mtr 
Some examples from our appreciated customers



Quick Folding Tent - 3x4,5 mtr 
Some examples from our appreciated customers

> 95% of the Quick Folding Tents are customized

http://www.quickfoldingtent.nl/
http://www.quickfoldingtent.nl/


Quick Folding Tent - 3x6 mtr 
Some examples from our appreciated customers

The 3x6m Quick Folding Tent has a fame with six

legs and three peak poles. This results in a sleek

design with large communication area on the

long sides of the tent. 

Ideal for events and fairs.

http://www.quickfoldingtent.nl/


Quick Folding Tent
The big size Quick Folding Tents series from UPPE is the 4m series.

These large easy-to-use folding tents also stand in a snap!

UPPE delivers these popular tents including a coverbag, stakes and ropes. 

We advise you to always buy XL weight bags or weight plates to secure the

tents as good as possible. And certainly with these size tents a windcap is no 

unnecessary luxury

The 4m series of UPPE is available in three sizes:

• 4 meter x 4 meter (16m2)

• 4 meter x 6 meter (24m2)

• 4 meter x 8 meter (32m2)

Of course, the UPPE Quick Folding Tent can be

personalized with your company logo or full 

color design for maximum brand exposure at 

exhibitions or events. UPPE has two different 

printing processes; silk screen for single or 

two-color logo’s or for larger quantities, and full 

color for any desired design. 



Quick Folding Tent – 4x4 mtr



Quick Folding Tent – 4x6 mtr

http://31.222.177.221/WEBFORIA_UPPE/index.asp?type=61&PaginaID=481&CatID=312&SubID=332&ADID=4&advid=&cs=&kw=&campagne=0
http://31.222.177.221/WEBFORIA_UPPE/index.asp?type=30&PaginaID=341&CatID=312&SubID=332&Letter=1&ADID=4


Quick Folding Tent – 4x8 mtr

The 4x8m Quick Folding Tent is the largest folding tent we have available, 

the ideal tent size for sales events or catering events. 

http://31.222.177.221/WEBFORIA_UPPE/index.asp?type=30&PaginaID=332&CatID=246&SubID=355&ADID=4


UPPE Aero Tent
The UPPE Aero Tent is available in several dynamic sizes;

- 3x3 meter

- 4x4 meter

- 5x5 meter

- 6x6 meter

- 7x7 meter

- 8x8 meter

Due to our many years of experience we managed to bring a wide range of Aero 

Tents in the market which are distinctive. Our specialty is to deliver the best Aero Tent

with UPPE quality against fair pricing. Short lead times are another feature you only

find at UPPE. 

The block building system with exchangeable roofs; individualy-detachable tubes; and

a variety of optional walls, banners, awnings and tunnel parts in a range of sizes

makes the Aero tent the ideal redesignable and expandable presentation platform for

any eventor location

The roofs, walls, banners, awnings, tunnelparts can be printed to promote your

company’s brand. Walls can be printed one one or both sides to ensure you get 

maximum exposure.



UPPE Aero Tent



UPPE Aero Tent



UPPE Aero Tent – Wall options

We have the following options of sidewalls:

1. Solid full color printed sidewall (print on inside of outside)

2. Solid double sided full color printed sidewalls (prints can be different each side)

3. Sidewall with window with full color print (outside print)

4. Sidewall in mesh

5. Side wall with door with full color print (print outside)

6. Awning with full color print

Sidewalls are attached to top with high-end zipper



Aero Tent - Tunnel connectors

All UPPE Aero Tents can be connected with special designed tunnel connection cloths, 

full color printed to ensure your artwork and design generate the maximum exposure. 

Even from the 3 meter model to connect to a 6 meter model there is a cloth available.

These tunnel connection cloths will be attached to Aero tent top by high-end zippers.



UPPE Aero Tent – Aero Tent options



UPPE Aero Tent - Accessories

Roll Trolley

Electric pump

Hand pump

Weightbags for tent (to be filled with water)

Weightbags for walls (to be filled with water)

Repair kit

Ropes and stakes



UPPE Aero Tent - Inspiration



UPPE N-tent

UPPE N-Tent 
Available
3x3 meter
4x4 meter
5x5 meter (see picture)



UPPE Spider Tent 
De UPPE Aero Spider Tent is available thanks to its double frame design. Up to
10x10m it is the largests inflatable tent in the market.



UPPE Spider Tent 8x8 & 10x10 meter 

The biggest easy inflatable tents in the 
market.



UPPE Inflatables

UPPE can make finish arches in various sizes

and designs and in addition to that, any kind 

of inflatable can be made to highlight your

product on an event. 

If you share with us your thoughts and ideas

we will work it out for you. We consider your

goal, your budget and the maximum 

achievable exposure so we can achieve the

maximum result for you. 



UPPE Umbrellas
High quality friendly usere cafe umbrellas, with interchangeable cover, 
and therefore extremely suitable for promotion and promotional events. 
Very affordable pricing.

Choice of several cover materials. 
the sizes 2x2 and 2x4m are very easy to transport. 
Available in;
Square 2x2m 2,4x2,4m and 3x3m 
Octo 2,4m Ø and 3m Ø



UPPE, or course, also has a wide
range of tent heating systems. This is 
essential when using your UPPE tent 
in cold winter circumstances or in 
fresh exhibiton halls. For every
budget there is a solution. This goes
from the unit with 3x500 Watt 
halogen heaters that you install in 
the Quick Folding Tent to ceramic
hot air blowers of 2000 or 3000 
Watts to the luxe tent heaters with
Dr. Fishing heating elements for a 
truly intens  heat source. 

For each tent and size a solution. For 
more information just call us or 
email us. 

UPPE Tent Heating 



UPPE Tent lightning
Ligtning your UPPE tent for use at night or in 
darker winter days. 

For the Quick Folding Tent we have the option 
to place 3x120W lamps ( instead of the 3 
heating fixtures). Heat or light from the same
system, the best of two worlds.  Easy to
exchange. Unfortunately you cannot use both at 
the same time. It’s either light or heat. 

For the Aerotent a special LED light has been 
designed. Easy to hang on the frame by using
the special hooks. 



UPPE Festival Tent 

The UPPE Festival Tents are ideal as 

campaign tents or as premiums. 

Available from 100 pcs and up.  Entirely to be

made in your desired colors and prints. 

Standard single - layered with 2 doors and 2 

windows with cover. 190T poly. Floor material

is PVC.

When set up the size is 140x240x95cm 

(wxlxh), so it’s a 2 person tent. 

Of course we provide you with a sample  for

approval before we make the full run so that

you are 100% sure what your delivery will be

like.

Ask us about the possibilities! 



UPPE Flags

UPPE offers a range of flags. 

From beachflags, to banner flags, or kiosk 
flags. 

Availabe with various bases, from ground pin 
to crossbar, or umbrella base to be filled with
water. This base comes with a rotary bearing
so that your flag always blows in the direction
of the wind, for longer durability. 

Kiosk flag exposure can be easily changed for
higher attention value. 



UPPE Zipperwall straight

UPPE zipperwalls come in 3 standard sizes
SMALL 244x221 cm 13 kg
MEDIUM 295x221 cm 15 kg
LARGE 596x221 cm 26,5 kg

However, other sizes can be made on request. 

The durable aluminium frame with snap buttons is easy to set 
up. After that you put the fabric over the frame, zip it up and
ready. 

The lycra cover can be printed single sided as well as double 
sided. The system comes standard with a black carry bag. 

Optionally availabe a black rollerbag. 



UPPE Zipperwall curved
Besides the straight zipper wall the same system is 
available as curved model. Standard in the following sizes:

SMALL 228x221 cm 12 kg
MEDIUM 300x221 cm 15 kg
LARGE 510x221 cm 25 kg

Other sizes can be made on request. 

The curved model creates a special area for specific
presentations, themes or demonstrations. 

Lycra covers are easy exchangable, just zipper up. 

The system comes standard with a black carry bag. 
A roller bag is optionally available. 



UPPE Event table

This folding event table needs little

explanation. The size is 180x76cm and it is 

available with full color cover, fully matching  

your other promotional materials. 

The table is easy to unfold and to fold in 

again and it is fitted with a hinge for facile

carrying. 

The cover can be a loose fit or a stretch fit. 



UPPE Standing table with fc cover

The UPPE stretch tablecovers complete your
look and exposure. 

The full color printed covers from UPPE are 
suitable for a standard size standing tabel with
a table top of 85 cm diameter. 

A beautiful added value in your exposure. Just 
add it in your UPPE package when you order 
your tents, your beachflags etc. 

The table covers are washable. Mininum order 
quantity 3 pcs. 



UPPE Contact

Ultimate Promotion Partners Europe
Tielerweg 41
4191 NE Geldermalsen
The Netherlands

+ 31 (0) 345-56 87 97

contactus@uppe.nl

www.quickfoldingtent.nl

mailto:contactus@uppe.nl
http://www.quickfoldingtent.nl/

